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In this study, we aimed to precisely localize the hyperintense signal that is generated at
the osteochondral junction when using ultrashort echo time magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and to investigate the osteochondral junction using sweep imaging with Fourier
transformation (SWIFT) MRI. Furthermore, we seek to evaluate what compositional
properties of the osteochondral junction are the sources of this signal. In the study, we
obtained eight samples from a tibial plateau dissected from a 68‐year‐old male donor,
and one additional osteochondral sample of bovine origin. The samples were imaged
using high‐resolution ultrashort echo time SWIFT MRI and microcomputed tomography
(μCT) scans. Localization of the bright signal in the osteochondral junction was performed
using coregistered data sets. Potential sources of the signal feature were examined by
imaging the bovine specimen with variable receiver bandwidths and by performing
variable flip angle T1 relaxation time mapping. The results of the study showed that the
hyperintense signal was found to be located entirely in the deep noncalcified articular
cartilage. The intensity of this signal at the interface varied between the specimens.
Further tests with bovine specimens indicated that the imaging bandwidth and T1 relaxation affect the properties of the signal. Based on the present results, the calcified
cartilage has low signal intensity even in SWIFT imaging. Concomitantly, it appears that
the bright signal seen in ultrashort echo time imaging resides within the noncalcified
cartilage. Furthermore, the most likely sources of this signal are the rapid T1 relaxation of
the deep cartilage and the susceptibility‐induced effects arising from the calcified tissues.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

of OA are limited.3 Recently, the role of the osteochondral junction,
the interface between cartilage and the underlying bone, has re-

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a joint disease that causes severe pain, leading

ceived considerable interest in terms of its connection to the de-

to restricted mobility of a patient and it cannot be reversed via

velopment and progression of OA.4,5 Multiple degradative changes at

1‐3

medication.

Moreover, means to study the onset and progression

the osteochondral junction have been linked to the progression of
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the disease, for example, multiplication of the tidemark and vascular

from different sites of the tibia, four from the lateral and four from

invasion into cartilage.6‐11

the medial side. The samples were stored in the freezer quickly after

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a widely used tool in clinical

harvesting and stored there until MRI. Collection of the samples was

diagnostics of OA but is limited with the capability for imaging of

approved by the Research Ethics Committee of Northern Savo

mineralized tissues because traditional MRI techniques cannot detect

Hospital District, Finland (approvals no. 58/2013 and 134/2015).

signals emerging from them due to the extremely fast T2 relaxation.

One of the samples had to be rejected from the final data set due to

However, modern ultrashort echo time (UTE) sequences can catch

severe motion artifacts caused by the sample floating away from its

these rapidly decaying signals and thus they may be used in the

position in perfluoropolyether during the scan. Since the SWIFT im-

imaging of the osteochondral junction. Earlier, a bright signal from

age reconstruction is done off‐line, the sample had already been

the osteochondral junction has been observed using different UTE

passed on to other studies at the time this was discovered. Ad-

12‐15

In a study with 2D dual inversion prepared UTE se-

ditionally, a bovine osteochondral sample was imaged to allow for

quence (DIR‐UTE), it was shown that the signal has contributions

more time‐consuming studies of the signal at the osteochondral

from the deepest parts of hyaline cartilage and from the calcified

junction. The bovine sample was utilized since the limited availability

cartilage. Another study using same the sequence revealed the same

of scanner time together with the limited availability of the samples

sequences.

16

signal from cartilaginous endplates.

One study applying DIR‐UTE

reported that this signal has T2* relaxation time around 2 milli-

severely restricted the allowed imaging time for the human samples
(the same samples were used in a subsequent time‐critical study).

seconds, T1rho around 3.5 milliseconds and T1 around 300 milliseconds.15 A study incorporating sweep imaging with Fourier
transformation (SWIFT) sequence showed that similar signal can also
be seen using 3D SWIFT MRI.

14

2.2 | Measurements

Furthermore, the defects in this

hyperintense signal, as observed with 3D UTE, appear to co‐locate

MRI was performed at 9.4 T with Varian/Agilent scanner (VnmrJ

with bone marrow lesions.17

DirectDrive software v.3.10) using a 10‐mm diameter quadrature RF

While the calcified cartilage and deep cartilage together were

volume transceiver (Rapid Biomedical GmbH, Rimpar, Germany). The

suggested as potential sources, precise origin of the bright signal is

samples were immersed in 1H MRI signal‐free perfluoropolyether

yet unclear. Due to the significance of the cartilage‐bone interface

inside a plastic test tube. Samples were oriented in such a way that

in the disease progression,7,9 our aim was to precisely locate this

the surface of the cartilage was perpendicular to the main magnetic

signal, and investigate which compositional properties could

field of the scanner, that is, approximately the same orientation tibial

18

cartilage would have in in vivo conditions. SWIFT data were acquired

which, as a zero echo time method has equal ability to capture the

using gapped hyperbolic secant pulse, a bandwidth of 62.5 kHz, flip

same signal seen in UTE imaging and enables high‐resolution 3D

angle of 6°, a field of view of 2.5 cm, and image dimensions of

imaging which further allows precise coregistration between MRI

384 × 384 × 384 voxels. The number of radial spokes per image was

and microcomputed tomography (μCT) images. As it is likely that

262 144 and the images were reconstructed using re‐gridding on a

the signal is altered during degeneration of the cartilage, precise

Cartesian grid. SWIFT images were obtained by separately applying

localization is critical in resolving what degradative processes

fat saturation, water saturation, short T2* saturation, or no satura-

could affect the signal.

tion. The short T2* saturation was based on the principle that the

potentially cause it. We propose the use of SWIFT sequence,

We hypothesize that the signal does not emerge directly from

spectral width of the short T2* species is larger than that of longer

the calcified cartilage, but is instead caused by the shorter T1

T2* spins and thus saturation of the short T2* species could be

relaxation in the deep cartilage and the rapid change in magnetic

achieved by applying spectral saturation that was far enough from

susceptibility at the boundary between the noncalcified and

water and fat resonance frequencies. The spectral saturation was

calcified cartilage, features which have both been demonstrated

done by applying 20‐millisecond 180° hyperbolic secant pulses with

earlier.

19‐22

1 kHz bandwidth at a specified offset frequency (±1400 kHz) after

To test the hypothesis, we obtained high‐resolution SWIFT18

every 16th spoke. In the data set without saturation, the corre-

scans of human and bovine osteochondral samples at 9.4 T and the

sponding time delay was applied at the same points. Data sets

resulting 3D MR images were compared with both high‐resolution

without saturation pulses were also collected using variable flip an-

3D μCT data as well as histological images of the same samples.

gles to perform T1 relaxation time mapping.22,23 After the MRI scans,
high‐resolution µCT images were acquired using a Skyscan 1272
device (Bruker microCT, Kontich, Belgium) by using X‐ray tube vol-

2 | METHODS

tage of 50 kV and 200‐µA current, and 0.5‐mm aluminum filtering to
collect 1200 projections with 2200‐millisecond exposure time and

2.1 | Samples

three times frame averaging. Projections were reconstructed to

Cylindrical (diameter = 4 mm) osteochondral samples (n = 8) were

(v.1.6.10.4; Bruker microCT) utilizing beam hardening and ring arti-

obtained from human cadaver tibia. The samples were harvested

fact corrections.

images with isotropic 2.75‐µm voxel size with NRecon‐software
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2.3 | Data analysis
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open data set of this study. The transform parameters from the
coregistration were then utilized to coregister the rest of the MR

Differently saturated SWIFT images were combined to create ima-

images acquired in the same geometry. In the end, success of the

ges, where both water and fat signals were in focus (without radial

coregistration was confirmed visually. To perform visual inspection of

blurring, all‐in‐focus images) and images showing only the short T2*

the coregistration, bone boundaries were generated from the bi-

signals (short T2* images). The in‐focus images were created by re-

narized μCT images via 3D morphological erosion and subtraction in

moving the water‐saturated images (reconstructed at water re-

ImageJ, and subsequently overlaid on the SWIFT images.

sonance frequency) from the nonsaturated images and then adding

Custom‐made Matlab algorithm was used to calculate depth‐

water‐saturated images reconstructed at the fat resonance fre-

wise signal intensity profiles from both MRI and μCT data at the

quency. Short T2* images were calculated by subtracting short T2*

osteochondral junction. The profiles were averaged over cylindrical

saturated images from the nonsaturated images (Figure 1).

columns (width, 2 mm) in the middle of the specimens, and these

The 3D MR images were coregistered with the 3D µCT images

profiles were analyzed further (Figure S1).

using Elastix software24 to allow precise localization of the bright

Histological sections were stained with Masson's trichrome25

signal feature in the SWIFT images with respect to the bony features

and Safranin O 26 and imaged with a digital pathology slide

of the specimens. The coregistration was performed between the

scanner (×40 magnification and 0.25‐µm pixel size, Aperio AT2;

μCT images and all‐in‐focus MR images with inverted contrast and

Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany). To further assess the dif-

background masking to maximize the similarity of the contrast be-

ferent structural features of the osteochondral samples and to

tween the modalities to aid the automatic coregistration. Affine

evaluate the sources of the bright signal in SWIFT images, the

transform and mutual information cost function were utilized in the

microscopic images were manually matched with the μCT images

coregistration. Affine transform was chosen due to different imaging

to allow cross‐modality comparison. Safranin O‐stained sections

geometries in MRI and μCT. Spline transform was not utilized as it

were graded using Osteoarthritis Research Society International

was not expected that the samples would deform between MRI and

(OARSI) scoring system to evaluate the progression of OA in the

CT. The full parameter files used with Elastix can be found in the

samples. 27

F I G U R E 1 Sweep imaging with Fourier
transformation images with the different
saturations and the hybrid images created by
combining the saturated images. Top row:
formation of all signal in‐focus image, middle row:
short T2* signal‐only image and bottom row: long
T2* signals only. The bright signal is visible in
most of the images but is especially well seen in
the short T2* and all signals in‐focus images. The
bright signal is pointed out by the blue arrows
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Additional correlation analysis was performed between the short
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4 | D IS C U S S I O N

T2*/long T2* ratio of the SWIFT signal and the intensity of the signal
at the osteochondral junction and thickness and bone volume/total

We investigated the localization and origins of the bright signal

volume of the subchondral plate using Pearson's correlation coeffi-

feature, which is observed at the osteochondral junction in SWIFT

cient. Due to the small sample size, the results of this analysis are

imaging. A few previous reports have investigated the same feature

descriptive and are presented only as Supporting Information Data.

using UTE‐based sequences,12,13,15 however, without signal localization to reference structures based on μCT. In our preliminary
work,14 we noted that the changes in magnetic susceptibility over the

3 | RESULTS

interface have a likely role in the formation of the signal and this
study was conducted to investigate the precise origin of the signal.

Creating hybrid images from the saturated images was successful

We observed that the bright signal at the osteochondral junction is

and the bright signal that is present in the nonsaturated images could

not located in the calcified cartilage; instead, it is in the deep non-

be preserved through the manipulations to the all‐in‐focus and short

calcified articular cartilage, although it likely has a contribution from

T2* images (Figure 1). In addition, it was evident that without the

the calcified cartilage via local field distortions due to susceptibility

hybrid images, blurring from the bone marrow fat would have com-

differences between the calcified and noncalcified tissues. The find-

plicated the analysis (Figure 1).

ings presented here may not be directly generalized to UTE se-

The coregistration between SWIFT MRI and μCT was successful

quence, 3D or 2D DIR‐UTE as applied in many previous

(Figure 2) and allowed localization of the bright signal at the os-

studies,12,13,15,16 as UTE and SWIFT are inherently different se-

teochondral junction both visually and using average profiles through

quences. However, the sequences should produce very similar data

the sample (Figures 3 and 4). From the co‐registered data sets, it was

since they are both capable of detecting also the signals that decay

evident that the increase in SWIFT signal appeared spatially before

extremely rapidly due to the associated extremely short T2* re-

anything that was visible in the μCT, that is, the signal originated

laxation times.

from the noncalcified cartilage. Here, at very high μCT resolution,
only a slight increase in the density of the calcified cartilage was
observed. Thus, calcified cartilage is fully included in bone segmentation (Figure 3, Video S1). Furthermore, our results indicate that the
bright signal is not located in the calcified cartilage, which remained
almost invisible even in the SWIFT images. Out of the seven samples,
six exhibited the bright signal at the osteochondral junction and one
did not (or had a much less bright signal) (Figure 4). The bright signal
was also visible in the bovine sample that was used in further investigations (Figure 5). Furthermore, the location of the bright signal
appeared to move toward the osteochondral junction in the reconstructed short T2* images as compared to the images with all the
signals (Figures 4 and 5).
T1 relaxation time mapping revealed that T1 relaxation time
decreases toward and through the osteochondral junction; this
change is very steady through the interface and does not present any
jumps near the interface (Figure 6). The proton density (S0) map from
the T1 mapping data set did not display a distinct signal increase at
the junction either, however, it decreased rapidly in the calcified
cartilage (Figure 6). Together, the T1 and S0 data result in a steady
signal increase toward the deep noncalcified articular cartilage due
to the reducing T1, followed by an intensity drop at the calcified
cartilage, where the proton density drops. Scans with variable imaging bandwidths showed that with lower bandwidths the bright signal becomes blurrier, its peak widens and moves away from the
osteochondral junction and vice versa (Figure 5). The bandwidth test
also confirmed that the peak is observed closer to the osteochondral
junction in the short T2*‐only images.
The OARSI scores of the samples ranged from 1.5 to 4.5
(median, 3), indicating that all samples were affected by the
degradation due to OA.

F I G U R E 2 Coregistration between magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and microcomputed tomography (μCT). Green color shows the
MRI intensity (ie, soft tissues such as cartilage and bone marrow fat)
and blue the μCT image intensity (ie, bony structures). The overlap of
the signals is displayed as cyan color. Coregistration was highly
successful with very limited overlap of the signals (minimal amount of
cyan‐colored regions visible)
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F I G U R E 3 Example images from the different imaging modalities. (A) SWIFT (sweep imaging with Fourier transformation) image with water
and fat signals in focus, (B) SWIFT image with short T2* signals only, (C) microcomputed tomography (μCT) image, (D) Masson's trichrome‐
stained histological slice from the same specimen. On the bottom row, magnifications of a region at the osteochondral junction are presented;
(E) SWIFT image with water and fat signal in focus, (F) SWIFT image with short T2* signals only, (G) μCT image and (H) Masson's trichrome
stained histological slice. The SWIFT images on the top row show the outline of the trabecular bone generated from the μCT data, confirming
the coregistration match. Red arrows point to the location of the bright MRI signal. Light microscopic image of Masson's trichrome‐stained
sections shows the bone in red, calcified cartilage on top of the bone followed by the tidemark line shown in red and the noncalcified cartilage.
The calcified cartilage in μCT exhibits similar attenuation to bone

Coregistrations were deemed highly successful. The coregistra-

fraction toward the deep cartilage. 29,30 If the signal modulation in

tion between SWIFT MRI and μCT images confirmed that the bright

the deep cartilage is mainly caused by the T1 relaxation, it has

signal in MRI is almost entirely located in the regions that are not

probably remained unseen in the conventional MRI scans due to

visible in μCT images and vice versa, the x‐ray attenuation ramps up

the fact that in the common sequences, the extremely fast T2(*)

only after the MRI signal vanishes (Figures 3‐6). Moreover, careful

relaxation dominates the signal in the deep cartilage and near the

matching between the μCT and histological slices as well as our

osteochondral junction, whereas in the UTE sequences, T2* ef-

previous results with low‐resolution μCT28 confirm that calcified

fects are minimal. Instead, the T1 and proton density dominate

cartilage is visible in μCT images, that is, seen as bone (Figure 3;

the signal in the UTE sequences.

Supporting Information Data). Thus, it can be concluded that the

We also observed that a decrease in the imaging bandwidth

bright signal in SWIFT MRI is not directly located in the calcified car-

leads to a decrease in the relative intensity of the bright signal fea-

tilage. However, it is likely (and also suggested by the variable

ture and blurring of the signal. Furthermore, the peak of the bright

bandwidth experiments, see discussion below) that this signal con-

signal seemed to move away from the osteochondral junction when

tains some information about the subchondral plate and even from

the imaging bandwidth was lowered. Since the imaging bandwidth

the entire osteochondral unit, as it has been observed that lack of

changes the appearance of the signal, it can be deduced that the

this signal colocalizes with bone marrow lesions.17

signals at the osteochondral junction do not have the same Larmor

The measurements showed that the T1 relaxation time de-

frequencies as the rest of the signal in the noncalcified articular

creases toward the osteochondral junction, which is in line with

cartilage, indicating that susceptibility change (from hyaline cartilage

previous studies. 21,22 This partially explains the observed signal

to calcified tissues, ie, calcified cartilage and bone31) at the os-

increase at the osteochondral junction. T1 relaxation time de-

teochondral junction plays a role in the formation of the bright signal

creases in the deep cartilage likely due to the increase in solid

feature. In the present samples, the maximum intensity seemed to

2654
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F I G U R E 4 Normalized magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
intensities and X‐ray absorption nearby the osteochondral junction
(noncalcified‐calcified tissue interface). The profiles show that the
intensity of the signal at the osteochondral junction varied clearly.
Top: sample with a high‐intensity signal at the interface. Bottom:
sample with a distinctly lower signal at the interface. The profiles also
demonstrate that the bright signal is located next to the bony tissues
at the interface

ET AL.

F I G U R E 5 Normalized magnetic resonance imaging intensities
and X‐ray absorption nearby the osteochondral junction in the
bandwidth test for both all signal (top) and short T2* signal (bottom).
The bright signal feature becomes sharper and more intense with
higher imaging bandwidths. Also, the peak signal shifts toward
interface in the short T2* profiles

shift toward interface in the short T2* images, which hints that the

further modifying the magnetic tissue properties around the inter-

hyperintense signal is not only caused by the fast relaxing spins but it

face. The characteristics of the bright signal varied between the

also has contributions from other signal elements, such as faster T1

samples (Figure 4), suggesting that the signal may be related to

relaxation close to the osteochondral junction.

physiological processes that occur at the osteochondral junction.

With the samples of the present study, the biological sig-

Additional correlation analysis (Figure S2) indicated that the signal

nificance of the signal at the interface cannot be conclusively in-

from the osteochondral junction may provide information on the

vestigated. An earlier report by Bae et al13 showcased an

thickness and porosity of the subchondral plate. However, corre-

osteochondral specimen exhibiting degenerative features and noted

lation results are merely directional due to the small sample size

that the bright signal depends on the properties of the specimen

and further studies are required to elucidate the diagnostic po-

and its degenerative status. It is known that the calcification front

tential of the SWIFT sequence at the osteochondral junction. Taken

advances in degeneration7,9 and thus results in changes in the

together, it is reasonable to assume that the SWIFT signal at the

magnetic susceptibility of the deep cartilage. Furthermore, the un-

osteochondral junction depends on the degenerative status of the

derlying bony structures undergo changes

4,28

during degeneration,

different tissues in the osteochondral unit, providing an attractive
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